
Antibiotics!! ! !                         Name: _________________________ Per: _____!!
Answer the questions below as we go through the lecture presentation. !!
1. Antibiotics are chemicals that ___________ bacteria, or stop them from ____________ and ___________.!
2. Label the following parts on the diagram of an Influenza virus below which are all targets for antibiotics: 

Cell Wall,  Cell Membrane,  DNA Synthesis,  Protein Synthesis!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3. Which of the following microorganisms are affected by antibiotics: (Circle them)!

       A.  Bacteria        B. Viruses        C. Fungi         D. Eukaryotic Cells      E.  Prokaryotic Cells       !

4. Broad-spectrum antibiotics work on _____________________________________________________  
 
While narrow-spectrum antibiotics work on _______________________________________________!

5. Why do fungi and bacteria make and secrete antibiotics?!

(1)  ______________________________________________________________________________!

(2)  ______________________________________________________________________________!

(3)  ______________________________________________________________________________!

6. Most deaths in the world prior to the 1940s were caused by __________________________________!

7. What are synthetic antibiotics? _________________________________________________________!

8. The image at right shows an agar plate with bacteria growing on it. 
Four discs, each soaked in a different antibiotic, have been placed  
on the plate. Which of these antibiotics is the bacteria resistant to?  
how can you tell?  
 
_________________________________________________!

_________________________________________________!

_________________________________________________!

_________________________________________________!

_________________________________________________!



9. What are two ways that a bacterium can acquire antibiotic resistance?!

(1)  ______________________________________________________________________________!

(2)  ______________________________________________________________________________!

10. What are four ways that humans are contributing to the evolution of antibiotic resistance?!

(1) ______________________________________________________________________________ !

(2) ______________________________________________________________________________!

(3) ______________________________________________________________________________ !

(4) ______________________________________________________________________________!

11. There are many ways that you can help with stemming the spread of antibiotic resistance.  !

(1) Don’t pressure your doctor to ______________________________________________________!
(2) Always complete the full course of antibiotics when prescribed for a proper bacterial infection, even if 

 

________________________________________________________________________________!

(3) Never ______________ or ______________ antibiotics.!

(4) Dispose of antibiotics by ___________________________ or _______________________________!

(5) Support efforts to ban using antibiotics in ways that promote resistance.!

!
You are an American doctor. A medical colleague in another country sends you the following email. !

“We’ve seen a great increase in respiratory infections this winter. Lot’s of kids with green phlegm and sore 
throats. So many people are missing school and work that the town is in a panic. Parents and politicians want us 
to prescribe antibiotics to every runny nose that walks through the door. We’ve been prescribing penicillin as a 
precautionary measure to most folks who come in with respiratory infections and it seemed to help at first, but 
not anymore. Are you experiencing similar problems in your country? If so, is it viral or bacterial? Do you have 
any suggestions for how we can better handle things over here?”!

Write your final recommendation to him in an email below. Be sure to cite evidence that supports your recommendation.!

!



Evidence for Antibiotic Resistance                     Name: _________________________ Per: _____!

Many studies have been conducted that show a correlation between use of antibiotics and an increase in antibiotic 
resistance. In this activity, you will graph the data collected in one such study.!

These data were collected from a community in Finland from 1978 – 1993. The researchers collected data on the annual 
amount of antibiotics used in this community. They also collected samples of bacteria from young children with middle ear 
infections. They then examined the bacterial strains to see if they were susceptible to (killed by) or resistant to (not killed 
by) these antibiotics. The data given below are a measure of the amount of antibiotics used each year, and the 
percentage of the bacterial strains that were found to be resistant to the antibiotic (between 0 – 100%).


